How are we helping to deal with COVID_19
At Head over Hills we continue to welcome our guests and want to assure all guests that
your safety and wellness remains our top priority. We have made major changes to make
sure you are safe. Here are a few highlights we want you to know about:
• We have 8 rooms overall which will make a limited number of guests and staff.
• If 50% of the rooms will be booked, we will automatically block the other 4 rooms,
meaning that you will have the entire Head over Hills villa to yourself.
• We will not let one room be occupied by two different bookings within a time span of
at least 30 hours.
• Of course social distancing is encouraged with handshakes on hold.
• Our breakfast will be made by order directly from the kitchen and served to your table.
You will still have the same options as before but the big breakfast buffet table will be
taken away for now to prevent interactions with other guests.
• We can seat our guests with at least 2 metres in between or completely privately, using
our different areas in the villa.
• We will limit the amount of staff members that will be involved in your stay, for
instance the same housekeeper will go in to your room.
• As a local still wanting to come to us for dinner, you will also be seated privately.
• We have, and in this case more than ever, been proud of being awarded Prime Location
Hotel in South Africa, meaning that it is just you and the ocean.
Public health should be put first but if possible, don’t cancel your trip, we are happy to
change your travelling date at no extra cost!
We will continue providing our guests with a safe and clean environment - as always. We
have made available hand sanitizers and disinfectant spray strategically placed at
reception, lounge area and in the rooms.
We have a managament team going around at all times to clean and sanitize all public
areas. Our pools are chlorinated and tested daily.
Our restaurant can be divided into a private dinner area for anyone that so requires and
we can make your dinner reservation exclusive for yourself.
We will continue to monitor the situation and receive updates from the WHO as well as
our Government and Health authorities. Thank you for your continued support.
Let us do this together!
Therese & Martin Hansson
Owners Head over Hills

